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• 31 papers on the topic of self-disgust were integrated and analysed.  
• Self-disgust is consistently uniquely characterised by physical nausea and social 
withdrawal.  
• Self-disgust is particularly implicated in PTSD, depression and eating disorders, 
supporting its conceptualisation as a transdiagnostic construct  
• Research suggests that self-disgust has a predictive role in these difficulties.   












This systematic literature review examined the clinical utility of the construct of self-
disgust in understanding mental distress. Specifically, the review assessed whether there is a 
shared conceptual definition of self-disgust, the face and construct validity of the quantitative 
assessment measures of self-disgust, and the predictive validity of self-disgust in formulating 
the development of a range of psychological difficulties. A systematic database search 
supplemented by manual searches of references and citations identified thirty-one relevant 
papers (27 quantitative, 3 qualitative, 1 mixed). Analysis of qualitative papers indicated a  
number of shared features in the definition of self-disgust, including a visceral sense of self-
elicited nausea accompanied by social withdrawal and attempts at cleansing or suppressing 
aspects of the self. Quantitative assessment measures appeared to capture these dimensionand 
evidenced good psychometric properties, although some measures may have only partially 
captured the full self-disgust construct. Strong relationships were observed between self-
disgust and a range of mental health presentations, in particular depression, body-image 
difficulties, and trauma-related difficulties. However, these relationships are smaller when the 
effects of other negative self-referential emotions were controlled, and stronger conclusions 
 about the predictive validity of self-disgust are limited by the cross-sectional nature of many 
of the studies.
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 1. Introduction 
Theoretical advances in understanding the relationship between cognition and 
emotion have underpinned important developments in clinical practice. To illustrate, the 
specification of emotion generation in response to events via both an associative route and via 
appraisals derived from organizing cognitive structures (e.g., Power & Dalgleish, 2016) has 
driven advances in behavioural (Tyron, 2005) and cognitive therapy (Beck, 1979; Young, 
1999; Young, Klosko, & Weishaar, 2006). Moreover, the development of more nuanced 
understandings of the cognition-emotion interactions underpinning more specific clinical 
presentations has improved how we assess, formulate and provide therapy for people with a 
range of psychological difficulties such as anxiety, eating disorders, post-traumatic stress 
disorder and obsessive-compulsive experiences (e.g. Clark & Wells, 1995; Ehlers & Clark, 
2000; Fox, Grange & Power, 2015; Salkovskis, Forrester & Richards, 1998; Wells, 1999). 
Thus, clear clinical advantage has been demonstrated in differentiating and delineating the 
sequelae of different emotions.  
One such emotion which has begun to receive such delineation and differentiation is 
that of self-disgust, in which the basic emotion of disgust becomes directed at a core and 
stable feature of the self (Powell, Simpson & Overton, 2015). As disgust is a visceral negative 
emotion driving behavioural responses of rejection and avoidance (Rozin, Haidt & 
McCauley, 2000), it would be predicted that having such an emotion directed at the self may 
contribute to significant psychological difficulties. Indeed, several authors have begun to 
theorize on how such difficulties may develop. For example, Powell et al. (2015) postulate 
that self-disgust represents a distinct emotion schema (Izard, 2007, 2009). Specifically, an 
initial self-disgust reaction may be generated by cognitive appraisal processes, such as 
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negatively evaluating one’s features or actions, or by more associative processes, in which 
disgust initially generated by an external stimulus then becomes elicited by the part of the self 
associated with this stimulus. If this initial self-disgust reaction becomes elaborated on, for 
example, by rumination or disgust-centred feedback from others, then it may develop into an 
over-arching framework through which one views oneself, and may guide subsequent 
perception, attention, memory and cognitive processes in a manner consistent with the self-
disgust schema; thus, the schema becomes self-perpetuating. It is important, however, to note 
the caveat that emotions are likely to influence appraisal as much as the other way round and 
such uni-directional assumptions are likely to be simplistic. Powell et al. (2015) conclude that 
a self-disgust schema is likely developed in childhood in response to disgust-based criticism 
or abuse, with self-disgust in adulthood likely shaped by trauma or a change in the nature of 
how the self is experienced.  
Regardless of aetiological considerations, in order for self-disgust to be considered 
theoretically valid, both the emotion schema of self-disgust and its sequelae should be 
distinguishable from other emotions, most notably from other negative self-referent emotions 
such as guilt, shame and self-hatred. Theoretically, emotions are considered to comprise a 
number of related subsystems, including a cognitive appraisal system, a subjective feeling 
state, a physiological response, and a set of action urges or desired behavioural responses 
(Lang, 1988; Rachman & Hodgson, 1974). Thus, in order for self-disgust to be considered a 
theoretically distinct emotion, it should be distinguishable across these domains.   
Moreover, it has been argued that the centrality of the core emotion of disgust does 
enable self-disgust to be differentiated from other negative self-referent emotions across 
appraisal content, subjective and physiological experiences, and associated behavioural 
repertoires (e.g., Powell et al. 2015). To illustrate, disgust or contamination-based appraisals 
are necessary to generate self-disgust, whereas guilt, shame and self-hatred can be generated 
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in the absence of such appraisals – for example, the appraisal “I’ve been made a fool of” may 
generate shame but not self-disgust. Conversely, disgust-specific appraisals, such as “I look 
rotten” or “I make other people feel sick”, can be considered to generate self-disgust but not 
necessarily guilt, shame or self-hatred (Powell et al., 2015).  
Furthermore, self-disgust is subject to generation via more associative processes, in 
which one feels oneself to be dirtied due to past contact with a contaminated object 
(Rachman, 2004), as may occur, for example, in sexual trauma; however, guilt, shame and 
self-hatred would appear to be less subject to such associative processes. The emotion of 
disgust also distinguishes the subjective and physiological experiences of self-disgust, guilt, 
shame and self-hatred. Self-disgust, as with more general disgust reactions, is characterised 
by a strong physical sense of revulsion and nausea that is not associated with shame or self-
hatred (Keltner, 1996; Powell et al., 2015; Robins & Schriber, 2009; Scherer & Wallbott, 
1994). Associated behavioural repertoires are also distinct – although self-disgust is 
sometimes conflated with self-hatred as an extreme form of self-attacking (e.g. Gilbert, 
Durrant and McEwan, 2006), self-disgust is likely to influence self-to-other as well as self-to-
self relations, triggering behaviours such as social withdrawal which may not necessarily be 
present in self-hatred.  Self-disgust is also likely to drive more contamination-driven 
behaviours not seen in the other self-referent emotions, such as extreme attempts to cleanse or 
remove the disgusting self. Finally, while Gilbert et al. (2004) highlight that the experience of 
self-disgust may at times include some kind of self-criticism, it can also be differentiated 
from self-criticism, which has none of the more visceral aspects of self-disgust (e.g., Simpson 
et al., 2010). These assertions have been borne out in qualitative research examining the 
micro-sequelae of self-disgust (e.g. Espeset et al., 2012; Powell et al., 2014). 
The final existing construct with which self-disgust is often associated is “mental 
contamination”, in which mental events generate an internal sense of dirtiness in the absence 
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of a physical contaminant (Rachman, 2004). Although disgust would appear to be the central 
emotion here, mental contamination can be differentiated from self-disgust by the centrality 
of the self in both concepts. Self-disgust requires disgust-based appraisals to be directed at a 
core and stable feature of the self; however, mental contamination can be triggered by mental 
events which bear no relevance to the self (e.g. images of something dirty). Nonetheless, 
while mental contamination does not need involve self-disgust, and self-disgust does not need 
involve the broader characteristics of mental contamination, they can often co-occur (i.e. self-
disgust exists in certain forms of mental contamination). Although a small minority of studies 
assess more permanent feelings of contamination generated by the self or body (specifically 
after trauma; Jung & Steil, 2012, 2013; Steil, Jung & Stangier, 2011), the vast majority of 
studies of this construct more broadly define mental contamination as a sense of dirtiness 
created by any internal event (e.g. Coughtrey, Shafran, Lee & Rachman, 2012; Rachman, 
2004).  
 Thus, it appears that, at least theoretically, self-disgust represents a distinct cognitive-
affective schema. However, whether self-disgust represents a clinically useful concept 
remains to be demonstrated. A number of criteria would speak to the clinical utility of self-
disgust. In her review of the concept of apathy in people with Parkinson’s disease, Bogart 
(2010) argued that in order to be clinically useful a concept must first have a shared definition 
of a real and meaningful experience that people encounter. Thus, theoretical definitions of 
self-disgust must map on to people’s real-life accounts of the phenomenon. In addition to this, 
a concept must demonstrate adequate construct and face validity, in that its operationalization 
and measurement map on to this underlying meaningful conceptualization, and adequate 
predictive validity, in that measurement of this construct can provide useful information 
about a person’s future and to which kind of intervention they may be most responsive.  
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Qualitative descriptions of self-disgust and studies assessing the psychometric 
properties of self-disgust scales can inform the conceptual definition and construct validity 
criteria respectively. However, establishing the predictive validity of self-disgust is more 
difficult, and requires designs which can disentangle the precise relationship between self-
disgust and various mental health difficulties. There are four potential mechanisms through 
which self-disgust may relate to psychopathology, with each mechanism having differing 
implications for the predictive (and thus clinical) utility of self-disgust.  
Firstly, as postulated by Powell et al. (2015), self-disgust may be a causal factor 
driving the development of a particular mental health presentation. This causal influence may 
occur through two pathways -  self-disgust may represent a latent factor shaped by childhood 
experiences which when activated triggers a particular mental health presentation (for 
example, childhood sexual abuse may trigger the development of self-disgust which in turn 
predicts the development of borderline personality features in adulthood). Alternatively, self-
disgust may be triggered by a severe change in how the self is experienced in adulthood, 
which in turn drives a particular mental health presentation (for example, experiencing 
incontinence in adulthood may create self-disgust which in turn may predict feelings of 
depression and social withdrawal). Such a causal relationship would highlight the need for 
early intervention to target the cognitive, emotional and behavioural underpinnings of self-
disgust.  
Secondly, self-disgust may be a consequence of a mental health difficulty (for 
example, if one becomes depressed, and evaluates one’s subsequent behavioural inactivity as 
disgusting). Such a relationship would limit the predictive utility of self-disgust as a concept, 
although it may still retain some utility if it points to a potentially important target for later 
treatment once other issues are resolved. Thirdly, self-disgust may represent an unrelated 
correlate of a mental health difficulty – for example, involvement in armed conflict may 
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cause the separate development of both self-disgust and post-traumatic stress disorder, with 
the two having little relation to each other. This would render self-disgust of little predictive 
utility in considering a specific mental health presentation, although if it contributes to 
general distress levels it may still be a useful focus for treatment. Finally, self-disgust may be 
a correlate of other constructs (such as shame) which do explain the development of a mental 
health difficulty. For example, sexual abuse may create both feelings of shame and self-
disgust, but only shame may contribute to the development of a dissociative disorder. Such a 
relationship would lend little clinical and predictive utility to the concept of self-disgust. 
However, while it is important to note the differences between the various self-referent 
constructs discussed and their relationships with each other, it is also important to note that 
bi-directional relationships and feedback loops are also likely to exist between self-disgust 
and these other constructs which are implicated in psychological wellbeing (see the schematic 
model of self-disgust by Powell et al., 2015a). 
Various types of evidence could support or refute each of the four mechanisms 
outlined above. Particularly useful are prospective studies examining the relationship between 
self-disgust and mental health difficulties over time while controlling for related variables, 
and treatment outcome studies examining whether targeting and reducing self-disgust results 
in subsequent amelioration of symptoms of a mental health difficulty. Conceptual literature 
reviews (e.g. Black & Lobo, 2008; Bright, Kayes, Worrall & McPherson, 2015) which draw 
on such a diverse range of literature can offer a useful framework for addressing these issues.  
This review therefore aims to evaluate the clinical utility of self-disgust according to 
these criteria. Specifically: 
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- In order to evaluate the meaningfulness of the conceptual definition of self-
disgust, the review will examine qualitative research which has explored whether 
and how individuals experiencing mental distress experience disgust for the self.  
- In order to evaluate the construct validity of the measurement of self-disgust, the 
review will examine how self-disgust is assessed in studies examining its 
relationship to mental health difficulties.  
- In order to evaluate the predictive validity of self-disgust, the review will 
examine research linking self-disgust to mental health difficulties and evaluate 
this research according to the four competing models described above. 
The review will subsequently draw conclusions about the clinical utility of self-disgust as a 
concept in understanding mental health difficulties.  
 2. Method 
2.1 Search Strategy 
The electronic databases PsycINFO, PubMed, CINAHL and Web of Science were 
searched to retrieve empirical studies published up to March 2017.  Each database was 
searched separately using the following search string: “disgust” OR “self-disgust” OR 
“mental contamination” OR “mental pollution”. Although it is  argued that mental 
contamination can be distinguished from self-disgust, mental contamination is a label given 
to a phenomenon that can involve, and often does involve, self-directed disgust reactions, 
hence its inclusion here for comprehensiveness. All searches were also limited to papers 
published in peer-reviewed academic journals and in English. No date limiters were used. 
The citation and reference lists of all included papers were also checked for relevant papers. 
Papers were screened according to the eligibility criteria below. The search was primarily 
conducted by the first author with input from an academic librarian. Decisions around paper 
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inclusion or exclusion were also made primarily by the first author with checking from the 
second and third authors.  Figure 1 presents a flow diagram documenting this search strategy.  
2.1.1 Eligibility Criteria 
Inclusion criteria  
Papers were considered eligible for inclusion in the review if they: 
- Specifically and predominantly examined feelings of disgust towards the self, as 
assessed via: 
• The use of an established self-disgust scale 
• The use of a visual analogue scale specifically measuring self-disgust 
• The use of an established disgust measure as used in relation to some core  
feature of the self 
• Qualitative exploration specifically of feelings of disgust towards the self 
• The use of a scale which measured feelings of dirtiness or contamination 
specifically elicited by a core feature of the self (as opposed to elicited by 
transient mental events unrelated to the self). The only scales which met this 
criterion were the Feeling of Being Contaminated Scale (Jung & Steil, 2011), 
which evaluates feelings of disgust and contamination elicited by one’s own 
body following sexual assault, and the Sexual Assault Related Appraisals: 
Mental Contamination Scale (SARA; Fairbrother & Rachman, 2004), which 
assesses feelings of contamination elicited by whole-self evaluations following 
sexual assault (e.g. “I feel contaminated by my sexual assault/rape, no matter 
how much I wash”) 
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- Were published in a peer-reviewed academic journal. 
- Were available in the English language.  
- Included a validated measure of mental distress or have sampled a population who 
have already been assessed as presenting with considerable psychological distress 
(for example, individuals with a diagnosis of post-traumatic stress disorder).  
Exclusion criteria  
Studies were excluded from the review if they: 
- Measured disgust in a manner which did not relate to a core feature of the self  
- Did not predominantly measure self-disgust but rather a related construct, such as 
guilt, shame or self-loathing. 
- Operationalised mental contamination predominantly in a way which did not  
relate to a core feature of the self (e.g. as intrusive mental images) – for example, 
via the Vancouver Obsessive Compulsive Inventory – Mental Contamination 
Scale (Radomsky, Rachman, Coughtrey and Shafran, 2014) or the Mental 
Pollution Questionnaire (Fairbrother & Rachman, 2004).  
- Measured the experimental manipulation of a construct (e.g. inducing mental 
contamination). 
- Were theoretical rather than empirical.   
- Examined the relationship between self-disgust and a construct which has yet to 
demonstrate a robust connection with mental distress (e.g. flow, sense of 
superiority; Hirao & Kobayashi, 2013; Satoh, 2001; Kodaira, 2002).  
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[INSERT FIGURE 1 HERE] 
2.2 Risk of bias assessment 
Risk of bias in the included studies was assessed using a tool adapted for assessing 
bias in observational research from the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (Taylor, 
Hutton & Wood, 2015; Williams, Plassman, Burke & Benjamin, 2010). This tool specifies 
nine areas of relevance to the research question posed in this review, enabling 
methodologically diverse research papers to be compared within a coherent framework. To 
illustrate, no matter the methodology employed, it was important to determine whether or not 
self-disgust had been assessed in a valid way, whether the analyses conducted were 
appropriate, and whether potential confounds influencing the predictive validity of self-
disgust were controlled. This tool has been used in previous reviews which included 
methodologically heterogeneous studies (Cherry, Taylor, Brown, Rigby & Sellwood, 2017). 
Risk of bias was evaluated in relation to the specific research questions posed in the review, 
as opposed to an attempt to make general claims about bias in the studies included. 
2.3 Data synthesis 
Data relevant to the study’s aims were extracted from all studies and collated into a 
table. Themes and data from qualitative self-disgust papers were examined and areas of 
convergence and divergence extracted.  Effect sizes from quantitative papers were extracted 
and converted to a common metric (Pearson’s r) to enable comparison, and findings were 
narratively synthesised. Methodological heterogeneity precluded meta-analytic integration of 
the findings.  
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3. Results 
3.1 Result of assessment of risk of bias 
The results of the risk of bias assessment are presented in Table 1. The most pertinent 
methodological biases pertained to the selection of participants, the assessment of self-
disgust, and control for confounding variables. Specifically, studies tended to over-rely on 
samples of undergraduate students who completed various measures of psychological 
distress; it is difficult to generalise conclusions based on research in a relatively high-
functioning sample to more acutely distressed samples. Conversely, when studies recruited 
clinical samples, they tended to recruit participants based on membership of broad diagnostic 
categories with questionable validity (e.g., borderline personality disorder). This makes the 
specificity of the relationship between self-disgust and psychopathology difficult to 
disentangle. Furthermore, there was considerable variability in how self-disgust was assessed 
across studies, ranging from validated broad measures of self-disgust to visual analogue 
scales. Different measures likely captured different aspects of self-disgust. Control for 
confounding variables was typically partial and involved other measures of disgust (e.g. 
disgust propensity) or more general measures of well-being (e.g. anxiety). Studies rarely 
controlled for the confounding impact of other negative self-referent emotions such as shame. 
The implications of these biases are discussed throughout the results section.   
[INSERT TABLE 1 HERE] 
3.2 Study characteristics  
Thirty-one papers (twenty-seven quantitative, three qualitative, one mixed) were 
included in the review. The context of the mental health difficulties in which self-disgust was 
studied tended to be highly variable. Specific difficulties examined included trauma-related 
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difficulties, depression and anxiety, eating disorders or body-image related difficulties, self-
harm, borderline personality disorder, and obsessive-compulsive difficulties. One paper 
(Overton et al., 2008) additionally assessed the psychometric properties of a self-disgust 
scale. As the relationship between self-disgust and psychopathology may vary according to 
the particular clinical presentation, these difficulties were considered separately below.  
Table 2 provides a detailed breakdown of the characteristics of included studies.  
Table 2 around here please 
3.3 Conceptualisation of self-disgust 
Qualitative examinations of people’s experiences of self-disgust can inform whether 
the theoretical construction of self-disgust maps on to people’s real-life experiences, and thus 
whether the concept captures a meaningful real-world phenomenon. Such research can 
delimit the boundaries of the concept, and indicate the aspects of experience that are captured 
within it. Thus, it can contribute to the definition of a meaningful concept and suggest how 
best quantitative measures can capture its breadth and depth. Qualitative studies have 
explored self-disgust in the context of depression (Powell et al., 2014), eating disorders  
(Espeset et al., 2012), physical health problems (Jones et al., 2008), and sexual trauma (Jung 
& Steil, 2012).  
Similar themes have emerged across these papers, although there are also areas of 
divergence. In perhaps the most comprehensive qualitative exploration of self-disgust, Powell 
et al. (2014) highlighted the importance of the visceral nature of self-disgust, underscored by 
diffuse feelings of nausea which are triggered by a range of self-related cues. Participants also 
reported experiencing a pervasive and constant background sense of self-disgust which 
became more intense when presented with specific triggers (e.g. having to focus on an aspect 
of the self), as well as severe psychological and behavioural reactions to self-disgust. This 
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included a desire to literally cut away or cleanse the disgusting part of the self, dissociating 
the “disgusting” self from the rest of one’s identity, and withdrawing from other people due 
to a belief that the self was toxic. A phenomenologically similar experience was described in 
the other studies (Espeset et al., 2012; Jones et al., 2008; Jung & Steil, 2012), with particular 
commonalities including a physical sense of revulsion and nausea, social withdrawal, extreme 
attempts at cleansing (Jung & Steil, 2012) and a degree of dissociation and cognitive 
avoidance from the “disgusting” part of the self (Espeset et al., 2012). However, whereas in 
the Powell et al. (2014) study feelings of self-disgust were elicited by whole-self evaluations 
which were driven by diffuse causal pathways, elicitors of self-disgust in the other studies 
were more specific, i.e., a diseased (Jones et al., 2008) or trauma-affected (Jung & Steil, 
2012) body part or the body itself (Espeset et al., 2012), and typically had a clearer causal 
pathway. Nonetheless, the overall phenomenological experience appeared very similar.  
Thus, self-disgust appears to represent a real and meaningful experience for people 
with significant psychological and behavioural consequences, which encompasses both an 
enduring and stable cognitive-affective component and a more intense and transient self-
disgust emotional reaction. It was elicited by whole-self diffuse evaluations, or by more 
specific evaluations, such as evaluations of behaviour. Therefore, a clear and meaningful 
definition of self-disgust can be derived and mapped on to personal accounts of the 
experience; such a clear construct definition is an essential first step in establishing construct 
validity (Schwab, 1980).  This definition posits self-disgust as a psychologically destructive 
emotion, sometimes latent but easily triggered, with visceral content and resulting in a 
desire/need both to avoid the disgusting aspect of the self psychologically and behaviourally 
and to attempt to expunge it from the self.  
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3.4 Measurement of self-disgust  
 
Examination of the measurement of self-disgust can inform how well a quantitative 
assessment of self-disgust maps on to this conceptual definition. Considerable heterogeneity 
exists in how self-disgust has been operationalised within the literature.  Psychometric 
measures designed specifically to assess self-disgust (e.g. Overton et al., 2008; Schienle, Ille, 
Sommer & Arendasy, 2014) have only recently been developed. In the absence of 
standardized self-disgust scales, the most frequently employed measures of self-disgust have 
simply involved utilizing visual analogue scales asking individuals to rate the intensity with 
which they experience self-disgust (e.g. Abdul-Hamid et al., 2014; Badour et al., 2012; 
Badour et al., 2014; Dyer et al., 2015). Such single-item measures are unlikely to capture the 
full complexity of a self-disgust cognitive-affective schema, and may instead capture a more 
transient but intense self-disgust emotional reaction. Perhaps resultantly, such measures have 
not been subject to any rigorous psychometric tests of reliability over time, and validity has 
only been established relative to more general measures of disgust rather than relative to other 
negative self-referential emotions. Additional brief measures of feelings of disgust towards 
the self have also been developed specifically in relation to sexual trauma, including the 
Feeling of Being Contaminated Scale (Jung & Steil, 2012,2013; Steil et al., 2011) and three 
items from the Sexual Assault and Rape Appraisals (SARA; Fairbrother & Rachman, 2004). 
Again however, such scales appear to focus on a specific aspect of self-disgust (disgust 
towards trauma-affected body parts, generated by more associative processes following links 
with a real contaminant), and have yet to be subject to rigorous psychometric testing.  
Two multi-item measures of self-disgust have been developed and validated in the 
literature. The Self-Disgust Scale (Overton et al., 2008), developed and validated in a UK 
convenience sample (largely comprising female undergraduate students), comprises two 
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factors, a “disgusting self” scale, in which disgust becomes targeted at stable, context 
independent aspects of one’s appearance or personality, and a “disgusting ways” scale, in 
which disgust is directed at one’s behaviour. The SDS has evidenced strong internal 
consistency (Cronbach’s alpha = .91), suggesting that it measures a coherent underlying 
construct, and strong test-retest reliability, suggesting the scale is measuring a construct 
which is relatively stable over time. Moderate correlations with more general measures of 
disgust (r = .25) suggests that the scale is measuring a construct which centres on the core 
emotion of disgust. However, correlations between the SDS and measures of other negative 
self-relevant emotions were not described, thus limiting conclusions around the convergent 
and discriminant validity of the SDS. Moreover, closer scrutiny of the SDS reveals a lack of 
definitional clarity and this has been recognised by the authors involved in this work. For 
example, the SDS includes the phrase “I hate being me”, which while potentially co-
presenting, does not appear to tap into the argument often made regarding the need to 
differentiate self-disgust from other related concepts such as self-hatred. Given that the 
development of the first version of the SDS pre-dates the qualitative research on the 
phenomenology of the concept, it is argued this reduces the scale’s face validity. However, 
the issue has been partly addressed (Powell et al., 2015b), who modified the SDS in an 
attempt to improve this based on qualitative work (Powell et al., 2014). 
The Questionnaire for the Assessment of Self-Disgust (Schienle, Ille, Sommer & 
Arendasy, 2014) appears to have a similar factor structure to the SDS, producing “personal “ 
and “behavioural” disgust subscales. Unfortunately, the study validating the QASD is not 
available in the English language. However, subsequent studies (e.g. Schienle et al., 2015) 
using the QASD report strong internal consistency (α = 0.85) and test-retest reliability. 
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Differing measures of self-disgust are likely to capture different elements of this 
construct, with visual analogue scales perhaps measuring a transient emotional reaction and 
multi-item scales like the SDS and QASD better capturing the underlying construct suggested 
by qualitative research, including its cognitive and behavioural elements. Thus, in considering 
the relationship between self-disgust and mental distress, it is crucial to consider which 
element of self-disgust is likely being assessed by a particular measure. Although the SDS 
and QASD are more likely to fully capture the construct of self-disgust, their development 
and validation within predominantly student, largely female, non-clinical samples, may 
render them less sensitive to detecting different manifestations of self-disgust in other 
populations. To illustrate, the specific body-part elicitors of self-disgust evidenced in the 
Jones et al. (2008) and Jung and  Steil (2011) studies may be less likely to be detected by the 
more whole-body evaluation items on the SDS and QASD. Thus, the likely sensitivity and 
specificity of the measure in detecting self-disgust in a particular population should also be 
considered when evaluating the relationship between self-disgust and mental distress. 
Therefore, although measures exist which appear to adequately capture the construct of self-
disgust as evidenced in the qualitative literature, these assessments may be less sensitive to 
capturing manifestations of self-disgust in specific populations. Furthermore, much of the 
self-disgust literature has employed a measure of self-disgust which have yet to establish 
adequate construct validity and are likely to only partially capture the concept of self-disgust. 
These issues will be given careful consideration in considering the literature examining the 
relationship between self-disgust and mental distress.  
3.5 The relationship between self-disgust and mental distress 
This literature pertains to the predictive validity of self-disgust in determining clinical 
outcomes. Throughout this section of the review, the relationship between self-disgust and 
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mental health difficulties will be considered according to how well it fits with the four 
potential mechanisms outlined in the introduction, each of which has different implications 
for the predictive, and thus clinical, utility of self-disgust.  
3.5.1 Self-disgust and mood difficulties 
Six papers examined the relationship between self-disgust and depression or anxiety 
(see appendices A and B). These studies employed broad multi-item measures of self-disgust, 
indicating that they were likely capturing the full cognitive-affective schema. Effect sizes 
tended to be moderate to large when examining the relationship between self-disgust and 
depression, although beta values were weaker after other negative self-referential emotions 
were controlled. Where anxiety was measured, effect sizes tended to be small to moderate, 
and beta values were further reduced when other variables were controlled. Behavioural self-
disgust appeared to have a stronger predictive effect on anxiety than physical self-disgust. 
Many of these studies positioned self-disgust as a mediating variable which attempted to 
explain the relationship between various life events (e.g. illness) or dispositions (e.g. 
dysfunctional attitudes or biases) and the subsequent development of depression or anxiety. 
Five of these studies employed a cross-sectional survey design in order to test these 
hypotheses, with one employing a longitudinal design.  
To illustrate, two cross-sectional studies conducted in community samples (Overton et 
al., 2008; Simpson et al., 2010) demonstrated that the relationship between dysfunctional 
attitudes (for example, perfectionistic tendencies) and depression was partially mediated by 
the effect of depression on self-disgust, with the mediating effect of self-disgust remaining 
significant independent of the mediating effect of low self-esteem (Simpson et al., 2010). A 
longitudinal study (Powell et al., 2013) leant further support to the conceptualisation of self-
disgust as a concept which mediates the relationship between dysfunctional attitudes and 
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depression. Specifically, over a 12-month period in a non-clinical sample, self-disgust levels 
at baseline significantly predicted depressive symptoms six months (β = 0.30) and 12 months 
(β = 0.26) later when controlling for baseline depressive symptoms. However, when 
controlling for baseline levels of self-disgust, baseline depressive symptoms did not 
significantly predict levels of self-disgust at six months (β = 0.10) or 12 months (β = 0.03). 
Furthermore, the impact of baseline levels of dysfunctional attitudes on depressive symptoms 
was mediated by self-disgust at 6 months, β = 0.13, suggesting that at least some of the 
impact of cognitive biases on depressive symptoms is mediated by its impact on self-disgust. 
However, there was also a significant impact of 6-month self-disgust on 12-month 
dysfunctional attitudes, suggesting that perhaps a bi-directional relationship in which self-
disgust, once established, functioned to perpetuate cognitive biases.  Two studies (Azlan et 
al., 2017; Powell et al., 2016), which examined the predictive role of self-disgust on the 
development of depression in the context of a (disgust-related) physical health stressor, leant 
further tentative support to the conceptualization of self-disgust as a contributor to the 
aetiology of mood difficulties. Powell et al. (2016), in their cross-sectional examination of the 
role of self-disgust in the development of depression in cancer patients, found that self-
disgust mediated the relationship between disgust-related cancer side effects and depressive 
symptomatology in patients high in disgust-sensitivity but not in patients low in disgust 
sensitivity, with both physical and behavioural self-disgust exhibiting significant direct 
effects on depression. Similarly, Azlan et al. (2017) reported that physical self-disgust was 
strongly predictive of depression in cancer patients. However, another cross-sectional study 
(Laffan et al., 2015) found no relationship between levels of self-disgust and depression in a 
sample of older adult living in residential care, although it should be noted that overall levels 
of self-disgust were very low within this sample.  
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Overall the evidence converges to support the conceptualisation of self-disgust as a 
latent factor with a significant aetiological role in the development of depression, thus lending 
most support to the first of our potential relationship models. The evidence further appears to 
suggest that once the link between self-disgust and depression is established, self-disgust then 
subsequently influences other depression-maintaining processes, such as cognitive biases. 
This would give the concept of self-disgust significant predictive and clinical utility in 
understanding depression. However, the relevance of self-disgust to anxiety appears to be 
much weaker. Moreover, conclusions are bounded by a number of caveats, most notably an 
over-reliance on community samples in which overall levels of distress are relatively low and 
a failure to control for potential confounding variables such as shame or self-hatred. It is 
therefore difficult to rule out mechanism 4, in which self-disgust only relates to 
psychopathology through its relationship to other negative self-referent emotions.  
3.5.2 Self-disgust and trauma-related difficulties 
Ten studies have examined the relationship between self-disgust and the development 
of trauma-related difficulties (see appendix C). Effect sizes have been quite variable (ranging 
from non-existent to large) depending on how self-disgust and trauma-related difficulties 
were operationalised. In particular, studies which examined the role of peritraumatic self-
disgust (Badour et al., 2012, 2013, 2014) have evidenced much weaker effect sizes than 
studies which have measured a more enduring self-disgust reaction (e.g. Brake et al., 2017; 
Dyer et al., 2015, Ille et al., 2014 Rusch et al., 2011). All of these studies employed cross-
sectional, case-control, or retrospective designs, and therefore were limited in their ability to 
inform the predictive validity of self-disgust. However, a number of treatment outcome 
studies (Jung & Steil, 2012, 2013; Jung, Steil & Stangier, 2013) evaluating the efficacy of 
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self-disgust based interventions on post-traumatic symptoms enable us to evaluate this 
further.  
To illustrate, peri-traumatic self-disgust has been demonstrated to have no effect on 
post-traumatic stress symptoms once other variables are controlled (Badour et al., 2012), 
although it has been demonstrated to significantly predict mental contamination following 
trauma (Badour et al., 2014), which in turn significantly predicted post-traumatic stress 
symptom severity (Badour et al., 2013). However, significantly higher rates of body-focused 
self-disgust have been observed in victims of childhood sexual abuse who have a diagnosis of 
PTSD symptoms compared to a healthy control group (Dyer et al., 2015); moreover, women 
with a diagnosis of PTSD who had experienced childhood sexual abuse were significantly 
more likely to associate themselves with disgust than with anxiety in an implicit association 
test (Rusch et al., 2011). Moreover, self-disgust has been demonstrated to mediate the 
relationship between post-traumatic stress severity and suicide risk (Brake et al., 2017).  
A coherent framework is needed in order to integrate these divergent findings. It is 
possible, for example, that a peri-traumatic self-disgust response only results in development 
of post-traumatic symptoms when it is elaborated in to an over-arching self-disgust 
framework. Further, peri-traumatic self-disgust may promote vulnerabilities such as mental 
contamination which enable this elaboration. However, the retrospective and cross-sectional 
nature of these studies prohibits clear conclusions and thus restrict our ability to evaluate the 
predictive validity of self-disgust.  
Nonetheless, a small number of treatment outcome studies enable further evaluation 
of this relationship. A case study (Bowyer et al., 2014) describing the integration of 
compassion-focused techniques to target self-disgust within an overall trauma-focused CBT 
intervention evidenced considerable reductions in post-traumatic stress symptoms. Similarly, 
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a 2-session intervention specifically targeting contamination-based appraisals and imagery 
evidenced significant reductions in PTSD symptoms in a case study (Jung & Steil, 2012), a 
small scale intervention study (Jung, Steil & Stangier, 2011) and a randomized controlled 
trial (Jung & Steil, 2013).  Demonstrating that reductions in self-disgust results in subsequent 
reductions in post-traumatic symptoms indicates that self-disgust at least plays a significant 
role in the maintenance, if not the development, of these symptoms.  
Thus, overall empirical research on self-disgust and trauma is suggestive of a causal 
role for self-disgust, thus lending support to the first of our proposed relationship models. 
However, results are confounded by the considerable heterogeneity in the operationalisation 
of self-disgust, and as with the depression literature, by a reliance on retrospective cross-
sectional studies and a failure to control for other negative self-referential processes. Thus, it 
is also difficult to rule out the fourth potential relationship mechanism, in which self-disgust 
only relates to post-traumatic difficulties due to its relationship with other variables such as 
shame.  
3.5.3 Self-disgust and difficulties with body-image 
Five quantitative studies examined the relationship between self-disgust and problems 
associated with disordered eating or body image (see appendix D). Effect sizes were 
moderate to large when the zero-order correlations were considered, although beta values 
were much smaller when other negative self-referential emotions such as shame were 
controlled. All studies employed a cross-sectional or case-control design, and measurement of 
self-disgust varied across studies. An additional qualitative study (Espeset et al., 2012) linked 
self-disgust to specific eating disordered behaviours, in particular social withdrawal, food 
restriction, and dissociation from the body. 
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To illustrate, individuals with body-image related difficulties (eating disorders, body 
dysmorphic disorder) self-report significantly higher levels of disgust relative to controls both 
when focusing on their own bodies (Bornholt et al., 2005; Neziroglu et al., 2010) and in 
multi-item measures of self-disgust (Ille et al., 2014). In addition to significantly predicting 
overall eating difficulties, self-disgust also significantly moderated the relationship between 
eating disorder symptoms and suicidal ideation, such that eating disorder symptoms predicted 
suicidal ideation in those high in self-disgust but not in those low in self-disgust (Chu et al., 
2015). This finding may suggest that self-disgust underpins a more severe and enduring 
manifestation of eating difficulties, which may in turn predict suicidal ideation. Moreover, 
self-disgust uniquely predicted bulimia independently of the effects of shame (Olatunji et al., 
2015), and significantly mediated the relationship between shame and bulimia. However, the 
relationship between self-disgust and bulimia became weaker (although still significant) when 
shared variance was attributed to shame, suggesting that failure to consider the broader 
emotion of shame may result in over-estimation of the specific effects of self-disgust.  
Although the above findings suggest a role for self-disgust in body-image difficulties, 
albeit a more modest one when shame is also considered, they are bounded by their cross-
sectional nature, as well as their use of a convenience rather than a clinical sample.  These 
methodological difficulties limit the specificity of conclusions regarding precisely how self-
disgust relates to eating pathology across the spectrum of eating disorder severity. Although 
the qualitative paper (Espeset et al., 2012) suggested that self-disgust precipitates and drives 
eating disordered behaviours such as food restriction and avoidance of body awareness, these 
causal inferences are similarly limited and require empirical testing.  
Thus, the research on self-disgust in the context of body-image difficulties is 
inconclusive with regard to which of the four potential relationship models it best fits. 
However, given suggestions in the qualitative literature that self-disgust drives eating 
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disordered behaviour (rather than vice versa), the significant (albeit much weaker) 
contribution of self-disgust to these difficulties independent of the effects of shame, and the 
moderating impact of self-disgust on suicidal ideation in the context of these difficulties, 
some very tentative support is lent to the first predictive model, which posits that self-disgust 
is causally related to the development of body-image difficulties.  
3.5.4 Self-disgust and self-harm 
Three papers explicitly examined the relationship between self-disgust and self-harm  
(see appendix E). Effect sizes were reported for only one of these studies (Bachtelle & 
Pepper, 2015) and are in the moderate to large range. Self-disgust was operationalised 
differently across studies, with two studies (Bachtelle & Pepper, 2015; Smith et al., 2015) 
employing a broad multi-item measure of self-disgust, and one (Abdul-Hamid et al., 2014) 
employing a visual analogue measure. Two employed cross-sectional designs (Bachtelle & 
Pepper, 2015; Smith et al., 2015) and one (Abdul-Hamid et al., 2014) employed an 
experimental design, with studies indicating a bi-directional relationship between self-disgust 
and self-harm.  
To illustrate, Bachtelle and Pepper (2015) reported strong positive correlations 
between self-disgust and shame linked to self-injury related scars, and moderate negative 
correlations between self-disgust and the ability to experience personal transformation or 
growth following self-injury, suggesting that self-disgust may inhibit recovery from self-
harm. Similarly, self-disgust significantly mediated both the relationship between depression 
and non-suicidal self-injury and the relationship between childhood sexual abuse and lifetime 
self-injury status (Smith et al., 2015), suggesting both that adverse life events exert their 
influence on self-injury partially through their effects on self-disgust and that self-disgust in 
turn increases the risk of depression following self-injury. Abdul-Hamid et al.’s (2014) 
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experimental study lends further support to the complexity of this relationship. Specifically, 
when participants reflected on negative aspects of the personality and then their body (by 
writing a 3-minute free-narrative on this) and rated both changes in their disgust levels and 
changes in their self-harm urges subsequently, more frequent references to disgust terms in 
participant narratives was significantly related to an increase in urge to self-harm. 
Overall, these findings tentatively suggest a reciprocal relationship between self-
disgust and self-harm urges, with self-disgust both predicting subsequent self-harm and 
generated as a response to self-harm. Thus, these findings are supportive of both model 1, in 
which self-disgust has a causal influence on engagement in self-harm, and model 2, in which 
engagement in self-harm predicts subsequent self-disgust.  
3.5.5 Self-disgust and obsessive-compulsive symptoms 
Three papers (see appendix F) examined the relationship between self-disgust and 
obsessive compulsive difficulties, two of which have already been discussed in relation to 
post-traumatic difficulties (Badour et al., 2012) and eating disorders (Olatunji et al., 2015). 
Effect sizes were moderate, although beta values reduced when other variables are controlled. 
One of these studies (Badour et al., 2012) assessed peri-traumatic self-disgust and its 
subsequent impact on the development of obsessive-compulsive difficulties. The other studies 
assessed self-disgust using the multi-item Self-Disgust Scale. Two of these studies were 
cross-sectional (Badour et al., 2012; Olatunji et al., 2015) and one employed an experimental 
design. Results tentatively indicated that self-disgust directed obsessive-compulsive 
behaviours, rather than vice versa, and that self-disgust made a unique contribution to this 
process independent of other negative self-referential emotions.  
To illustrate, peri-traumatic self-disgust made a unique but small contribution to 
obsessive-compulsive difficulties independent of the effects of depression, disgust-sensitivity 
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and post-traumatic cognitions (Badour et al., 2012), and general self-disgust made a small but 
significant independent contribution to obsessive-compulsive symptoms independent of the 
effects of shame (Olatunji et al., 2015). Experimentally-manipulated excessive engagement in 
health-related behaviours had no impact on self-disgust (Olatunji et al., 2014), suggesting that 
these behaviours were a consequence rather than a cause of self-disgust.  
Thus, the evidence on self-disgust and obsessive-compulsive difficulties is very 
weakly suggestive of the first causal model. However, such conclusions are very tentative. 
Olatunji et al. (2014) employed a community sample who were not experiencing obsessive 
compulsive symptoms and manipulated only a small range of behaviours which may be 
encompassed within obsessive-compulsive difficulties. It is therefore possible that when such 
behaviours occur in the context of significant psychological distress, they do drive further 
self-disgust. It is also probable that particular obsessive-compulsive symptoms not captured 
in that study (such as intrusive thoughts) drive further self-disgust. Thus, we cannot rule out 
model two, in which self-disgust is a consequence of obsessive-compulsive difficulties, or a 
reciprocal relationship between models one and two.  
3.5.6. Self-disgust and a diagnosis of borderline personality disorder 
Four studies (see appendix G) have reported on the relationship between self-disgust 
and a diagnosis of borderline personality disorder. Effect sizes, where reported, are in the 
large range. All four studies (Dudas et al., 2017; Ille et al., 2014; Schienle et al., 2013; 
Schienle et al., 2015) employed a case-controlled design and utilised multi-item measures of 
self-disgust (the QASD). Three of these studies (Dudas et al., 2017; Schienle et al., 2013; 
Schienle et al., 2015) also demonstrated differential patterns of activation in the amygdala 
brain regions in the client group relative to a control group, and an increased sensitivity to 
facial expressions of disgust in others. Schienle et al. (2015) postulated that the latter findings 
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may have been due to life experiences which have shaped predictions of rejection, thus 
sensitising participants to expressions of disgust from others.  
Although these studies are indicative of elevated levels of self-disgust in this group of 
individuals, a number of methodological limitations preclude us from drawing conclusions 
about the predictive relationship between self-disgust and such difficulties. The study designs 
do not enable conclusions around the direction of effects. Furthermore, the construct validity 
of borderline personality disorder is questionable, and is likely to encompass a highly 
heterogeneous group of people. Thus, findings that self-disgust is elevated in a very 
heterogeneous group of people does not enable conclusions about why this might be the case  
(i.e. the particular psychological processes that self-disgust might relate to in this group). 
Notwithstanding the heterogeneity within the category itself, participants in the above studies 
typically presented with numerous additional psychological difficulties. Thus, it is entirely 
possible that higher levels of self-disgust confer a more general risk for more severe 
manifestations of psychological distress, rather than the more specific difficulties associated 
with borderline personality disorder.  
 4 Discussion and conclusions 
Overall, the review supports the construct validity of the concept of self-disgust – 
qualitative explorations of the phenomenology of self-disgust appear to describe a meaningful 
and coherent experience, which is distinct from other negative self-referent emotions, and 
which is associated with significant negative outcomes. Quantitative measures of self-disgust 
would appear to map well on to these qualitative descriptions, although they may be less 
sensitive in populations for whom the elicitors of self-disgust are specific rather than diffuse. 
Psychometric testing of these measures further indicates a coherent underlying structure, 
which is stable over time, and which correlates appropriately (not so strongly that it is 
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measuring the same construct, but not so weakly that it is completely unrelated to constructs 
it should theoretically relate to) with both other measures of disgust and measures of other 
negative self-referent emotions.  
It is more difficult to determine the predictive validity of self-disgust, particularly 
over and above the predictive value of established constructs such as shame. The evidence 
does however tentatively suggest that self-disgust is implicated in the aetiology of a range of 
mental health difficulties, particularly in the areas of depression, trauma and eating disorders, 
with perhaps a more reciprocal relationship evident between self-disgust and self-harm. 
However, a number of caveats limit the strength of these conclusions. Firstly, a dearth of 
prospective studies means that conclusions about the direction of effects are based on a small 
number of papers, or based on inferences from studies in which self-disgust is most likely to 
have pre-dated the difficulty being examined (e.g. a physical health condition resulting in a 
change in the self, a trauma). Secondly, many studies did not control for the potentially 
confounding effects of other self-relevant emotions, in particular shame, and those that did 
reported a more modest (although still significant) unique contribution of self-disgust. 
Thirdly, many of the measures used to assess self-disgust, particularly in the area of trauma, 
may only capture a small part of the construct and may result in an over or under estimation 
of the strength of the relationship between self-disgust and mental health, particularly 
posttraumatic, difficulties. Fourthly, there is also an over-reliance on convenience rather than 
clinical samples, particularly in the research on depression and obsessive-compulsive 
difficulties; it is possible that the relationship between self-disgust and these difficulties is 
different when more severe manifestations of these difficulties are more prevalent in the 
sample. Finally, there is an over-reliance on between-group comparisons based on diagnostic 
categories which are considerably heterogeneous, or on examining the relationship between 
self-disgust and symptoms of a particular diagnostic category; this makes it difficult to infer 
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the specific process through which self-disgust contributes to a particular mental health 
difficulty, and difficult to disentangle a causal influence of self-disgust from self-disgust 
simply being part of the phenomenology of the mental health difficulty. Research examining 
the relationship between self-disgust and specific symptoms, or more tightly related clusters 
of symptoms, may address this difficulty. To illustrate, it would be much more useful to know 
whether self-disgust predicts greater difficulty relating to other people than to know that self-
disgust is higher in people with a diagnosis of borderline personality disorder. Research 
focused on identifying the unique processes which mediate the relationship between self-
disgust and particular mental health difficulties would also add to this understanding.  
Given the limitations outlined above, the clinical implications of this review should be 
interpreted with caution. However, the findings do suggest that self-disgust is a meaningful 
and distinct phenomenon with severe behavioural and psychological consequences, which is 
implicated in the development and maintenance of a range of mental health conditions. Thus, 
it should be taken into consideration in therapeutic practice. For example, the possibility that 
self-disgust influences an individual’s presentation could inform the generation of additional 
early hypotheses which could subsequently further inform important areas for assessment, 
particularly in the conditions discussed above. Assessing for the physiological, behavioural, 
cognitive and subjective emotion states identified as key to self-disgust can subsequently 
inform formulation and targets for treatment. Given the sensitive nature of this topic, 
assessing self-disgust will need to be approached carefully, and qualitative research could 
usefully inform how clients would prefer this topic to be broached. Nonetheless, research on 
assessment of other sensitive topics, such as abuse or shame (e.g. Gilbert & Proctor, 2006; 
Larkin & Morrison, 2006) can inform this process. Moreover, the review has highlighted the 
potential benefits of specific therapeutic programmes which target (e.g. Jung & Steil, 2012) 
self-disgust, albeit a more focused and contained aspect of self-disgust. New treatment 
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programmes could build on this work by developing and adapting techniques which focus on 
the more diffuse aspects of self-disgust. Attempts to improve self-disgust therapeutically may 
derive insight(s) from techniques that have been used to alter state levels of self-focused 
disgust. For example, Powell et al. (2015c) showed the potential benefit of using self-
affirmation techniques for this purpose. 
The review is not without limitations, e.g., the focus on published research only, lack 
of quantitative data synthesis (for example, meta-analysis), potential use of, largely, one 
reviewer only etc. However, the review can indicate several avenues for future research in 
order to further inform the clinical utility of self-disgust. As noted above, qualitative research 
exploring how clients experience assessment and intervention with self-disgust in therapy can 
inform how the concept can be most helpfully integrated into practice, as can treatment 
outcome studies which examine the efficacy of therapeutic strategies aimed at ameliorating 
self-disgust. Furthermore, there is a need for more prospective studies which examine the 
relationship between self-disgust and various mental health conditions over time, studies 
which examine the unique contribution of self-disgust to these difficulties as distinct from the 
contributions of shame and guilt, and studies which examine the processes through which 
self-disgust exerts its effects on mental health difficulties.  
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for  assessing 
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Outcome  











Abdul-Hamid,  Denman  &  
Dudas (2014) 
Partial No Yes Partial  Partial n/s Yes Partial Yes 
Azlan, Overton, Simpson & 
Powell (2017) 
Yes No Yes Yes  Yes n/s n/s Yes Yes 
Bachtelle & Pepper (2015) Yes No Yes Yes  Partial n/s n/s No Partial  
Badour,  Bown,  Adams,  
Bunaciu, Feldner (2012) 
n/s No Yes Partial  Yes n/a n/s Partial Yes 
Badour, Feldner, Blumenthal 
& Bujarski (2013) 
n/s No Yes Partial  Yes n/s n/s Partial Yes 
Badour, Ojserkis, McKay & 
Feldner (2014) 
n/s No Yes Partial  Yes n/s n/s Partial Yes 
Bornholt, Brake et al. (2005) n/s No Yes Partial  Partial n/s n/s Partial Yes 
Bowyer,  Wallace  &  Lee  
(2014) 
No n/a Yes Partial  Yes No n/a No Yes 
Brake, Rojas, Badour, Dutton 
& Feldner (2017) 
Yes No Yes Yes  Yes n/s n/s Partial Yes 
Chu, Bodell, Ribeiro & Joiner 
(2015) 
Partial Yes Yes Yes  Yes n/s Yes Partial Yes 
Dudas et al. (2017) Partial No Partial Yes  Partial No n/s Partial Yes 
Dyer, Feldman & Borgmann 
(2015) 
Partial No Partial Partial  Partial No n/s No Yes 
 Espeset, Gulliksen, Nordbo, 
Skarderud & Holte (2012) 
Yes n/a Yes Yes  Yes n/a n/a n/a Yes 
Ille et al. (2014) Partial No Partial Yes  Yes n/s n/s Partial Yes 
Jones et al. (2008) Yes No Yes Yes  Yes n/a n/a n/a Partial 
Jung & Steil (2013) No Yes Yes Partial Yes n/s Yes No Yes 
Jung & Steil (2012) No n/a Yes Partial Yes n/s Yes No Yes 
Laffan, Millar, Salkovskis & 
Whitby (2015)  
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes n/s n/s No Yes 
Olatunji (2015) Partial Yes Partial Yes Partial No n/s Partial Yes 
Olatunji, Cox & Kim (2015) Partial No Yes Yes Yes n/s No Yes Yes 
Overton, Markland, Simpson, 
Taggart & Bagshaw (2008) 
Partial Yes Partial Yes Yes n/s n/s Partial Yes 
Powell, Azlan, Simpson & 
Overton (2016) 
Yes No Yes Yes Yes n/s Yes Partial Yes 
Powell, Overton & Simpson 
(2014) 
No n/a Yes Yes Yes n/a n/a n/a Yes 
Powell, Simpson & Overton 
(2013) 
Partial No Yes Yes Yes n/s Yes Partial Yes 
Nexiroglu, Hickey & McKay 
(2010) 
Partial No Partial Partial Partial n/s Yes No Yes 
Rusch et al. (2011) Partial No Yes Partial Partial n/s n/s Partial Yes 
Schienle,  Leutgeb  &  
Wabnegger (2015) 
Partial No Partial Yes Partial n/s n/s No Yes 
Schienle,  Haas-Krammer,  
Schoggle & Ille (2013) 
Partial No Yes Yes Partial n/s n/s No Yes 
 Simpson, Hillman, Crawford & 
Overton (2010) 
Partial Yes Yes Yes Yes n/s n/s Yes Yes 
Smith, Steil, Weitzman, Trueba 
& Meuret (2015) 
Partial No Yes Yes Yes n/s n/s Partial Yes 
Steil, Jung & Stangier (2011) Partial No Yes Partial Yes n/s Yes No Yes 
n/s – not specified 
n/a – not applicable
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Table 2: Study characteristics  
Authors Research question Design Sample Key measures Analytic strategy Key findings 
Abdul-Hamid,  
Denman  &  
Dudas (2014) 
Examined Self-Relevant 
Disgust and Self-Harm 
Urges in Patients with 
Borderline Personality 
Disorder and Depression. 
Predicted that overall disgust 
levels would be higher in 
BPD group, and that 
increases in self-disgust 
would predict increases in 
self-harm urges.   
Quasiexperimental 
between groups 




following task to 
induce selfdisgust. 





- Task – write a 3-minute narrative 
focused on negative aspects of the self, 
then a 3-minute narrative on negative 
aspects of the body 
- Visual analogue measures of disgust 
taken before and after both the person 
and body focused tasks 
- Changes in self-harm urges after both 
tasks 




The BPD group had higher levels of post-task disgust in the 
PERSON task (writing a piece focused on their own 
personality) than healthy volunteers.  
The BPD group had higher levels of post-task disgust in the 
BODY task (writing a piece on their emotions towards their 
body) than both the MDD group and the healthy controls. 
Changes in self-harm levels were associated with disgust 
narrative labels on a whole sample level.  
Changes in disgust levels in people with MDD in the 
PERSON task was associated with increased urges to 
selfharm.  
Azlan, Overton,  
Simpson  &  
Powell (2017) 
Are levels of self-disgust 
higher in people with cancer 
compared to matched 
controls? 
Do higher levels of 
selfdisgust in both cancer 
patients and controls predict 
higher levels of depression 
and anxiety?  
Cross-sectional 
correlational 
107 cancer patients 
with  
heterogeneous 
cancer dx (72 % 
women), 
compared to 107 
controls matched 
on age and gender 
- Self-disgust scale (Overton et al., 2008) 
- Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale 
(HADS; Zigmond & Snaith, 1983) 
Logistic regression 
categorising people in 
to cancer vs noncancer 
categories based on 
disgust  
scores 




Cancer patients were 1.13 times as likely to exhibit higher 
physical self-disgust than control patients. 
Both physical and behaviour self-disgust significantly 
correlated with anxiety and depression. 
Multiple regression analysis indicated that physical and 
behavioural self-disgust significantly predicted anxiety in 
cancer  patients,  but  only  behavioural 
 self-disgust significantly predicted anxiety in 
controls.  
Physical (but not behavioural) self-disgust significantly 
predicted depression in both cancer patients and controls 
Behavioural self-disgust had only weak relationships to 
depression in both groups.   
Bachtelle  &  
Pepper (2015) 
What emotions influence 
scar-related growth or shame 







female) with scars 
from NSSI , 
recruited from a 
broader sample 
Deliberate Self-Harm Inventory (DSHI; 
Gratz, 2001), with an additional qst about 
future likelihood of self-harm.  
Self-Disgust Scale (Overton et al., 2008) 
Differential Emotions Scale IV (DES-IV-A;  
Izard et al., 
1993) 
Correlational analysis Self-disgust was significantly negatively correlated with 
post-traumatic growth. 
Self-disgust was also significantly positively correlated with 
scar-related shame. 
Badour, Bown,  Peri-traumatic fear, self and  Cross-sectional  Community  Rating of between 0 and 100 on the  Hierarchical multiple  Peritraumatic self-focused disgust significantly predicted  





other-focused disgust in 
predicting development of 
PTSD or contaminationbased 
OCD 
correlational sample of 49 adult  





sexual assault, 22 
physical assault).  
experience of peri-traumatic self-focused 
disgust, perpetrator-focused disgust and fear. 
Obsessive–Compulsive Inventory-Revised 
(OCI-R; Foa et al., 2002). 
Clinician-Administered PTSD Scale (CAPS; 
Blake et al., 1995) 
regression contamination-based OCD but not PTSD. 




Blumenthal  &  
Bujarski (2013) 
Is the relationship between 
disgust sensitivity and PTSD 
following sexual trauma 





sample of 38 
women with a  
history of at least 
one traumatic 
sexual assault, 
recruited from a 
broader study 
Disgust Propensity and Sensitivity 
ScaleRevised (DPSS-R; van Overveld et al.,  
2006) 
Sexual Assault-Related Mental  
Contamination scale (Fairbrother and  
Rachman 
2004) 
Clinician-Administered PTSD Scale 
(CAPS; Blake et al. 1995), 
PROCESS (based on  
linear regression 
models and Sobel’s 
test of the indirect 
effect) 
Both disgust-sensitivity and sexual assault related mental 
contamination were significantly correlated with 
posttraumatic stress symptom severity. 
Disgust sensitivity predicted post-traumatic stress through its 
relationship with mental contamination.  
Badour,  
Ojserkis,  
 McKay  &  
Feldner (2014) 
Evaluated the degree to which 
self-focused and perpetrator-
focused disgust were 





72 women  
recruited from the 
community with a  
history of sexual 
trauma 
Rating of between 0 and 100 on the 
experience of peri-traumatic self-focused 
disgust, perpetrator-focused disgust and fear. 
Vancouver Obsessional Compulsive 
Inventory-Mental Contamination Scale 
(VOCI-MC; Rachman, 2005). 
Hierarchical 
regression analysis.  
Peri-traumatic self-focused disgust, but not peri-traumatic 
perpetrator-focused disgust or fear, was significantly 
associated with mental contamination following sexual 
trauma.  
Bornholt, Brake 
et al. (2005) 
What self-concepts are 
employed by adolescent girls 
to evaluate their bodies?  
Cross-sectional  141 adolescent 
girls from across 
the weight range, 




Specially designed task in which participants 
visualised their bodies and circled the 
emotions they felt.  
T-tests Comparison of the anorexic group with a low-BMI control 
group drawn from the schoolgirl sample indicated that 
anorexic girls felt significantly more disgust towards their 
own bodies.  
Bowyer,  
Wallace & Lee  
(2014) 
Case study examining the 
efficacy of a 
compassionfocused approach 
to reduce feelings of self-
disgust in  




A 17 year old girl 
who had suffered a 





Post Traumatic Diagnostic Scale (Foa, 1995) 
 The Beck 
Depression Inventory (BDI-II; Beck, Steer  
and Brown, 1996) 
The Forms of 
Self-Criticizing/Attacking and 
SelfReassuring Scale (FSCRS; Gilbert, Clark,  
Hempel, Miles 
and Irons, 2004) 
Descriptive comparison 
of pre and post test 
measures and client 
feedback. 
PTSD symptom severity changed from severe to mild.  
Depression levels declined from moderate-severe to normal. 
Clinically significant decreases in how much the client 
expressed shame and disgust towards herself.  
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Brake,  Rojas,  
Badour, Dutton  
 &  Feldner  
(2017) 
Is the relationship between 
PTSD and suicide risk 
mediated by self-disgust? 
Is a different mediating 
relationship present for 
individual PTSD symptom 
clusters?  
Cross-sectional 347 young adults 
(66% female) who 
have experienced 
at least 1 
traumatic event as  
defined by DSM- 
V criteria 
Self-Disgust Scale (SDS; Overton et al.,  
2008) 
PHQ-9 (Kroenke et al., 2001) 
Suicide Behaviours Questionnaire- Revised  
(Osman, 2001) 
Post-Traumatic  Checklist  for  DSM-V  
(Weathers, Litz et al., 2013) 




The relationship between total PTSD symptoms and suicide 
risk was mediated by the “disgusting self” scale of the SDS. 
Alt hough PTSD symptoms significantly predicted the 
“disgusting ways” scale, this scale in turn did not predict 
suicide risk.  
The “disgusting self” scale also mediated the relationship 
between the re-experiencing, negative mood/cognitions, and  
 
    al., 2013)  avoidance PTSD symptom clusters and suicide risk.  
However, there was no relationship between alterations in 
arousal and the “disgusting self” scale, although there was a 
relationship to the “disgusting ways” scale.  
Chu,  Bodell,  
Ribeiro  &  
Joiner (2015) 
Does disgust moderate the 
relationship between eating 




341 young adults 
(66% women),  
recruited from a 
university 
Eating disorder inventory (Garner, 
Olmstead, & Polivy, 1983). 
Disgust with life scale (Ribeiro, Bodell, & 
Joiner, 2012). 
Disgust propensity and sensitivity 
scalerevised (Fergus & 
Valentiner, 2009) 




Eating disorder symptoms and body dissatisfaction were 
associated with suicidal ideation at high levels of disgust 
towards the self and the world, but were not related at low 
levels of disgust at self/world.  
Dudas  et 
 al. 
(2017) 
Do patients with BPD 
selfreport more self-disgust 
than controls?  
Is this connected with 
differential connectivity in 
emotion processing neural 
regions? 
Case control 14 women with a 
BPD diagnosis 
and 14 female  
controls 
Self-Disgust Scale (Overton et al., 2008) 
Neuro-imaging techniques 
T-test BPD subjects compared to controls scored significantly  
higher on the Self-disgust Scale (BPD 62.36 [10.4]; 
NC: 21.67 [7.4] p < 0.001). 
BPD showed abnormal patterns of activation, habituation 
and connectivity in regions linked to emotion regulation. 
Dyer, Feldman  
 &  Borgmann  
(2015) 
What emotions are triggered 
by the body areas associated 
with sexual trauma? Do 
PTSD&BPD patients exhibit 
more negative body-related 
images than controls? Do 
PTSD patients rate 
traumaassociated parts of the 
body more aversively? 
Between-groups 
design comparing 
Dx groups to 
healthy controls  
(PTSD&BPD;  
PTSD only; BPD 
only; healthy 
controls) 
23 patients with  
PTSD after CSA 
25 participants  
with BPD but not  
CSA 
22 patients with  




All women.  
Modified version of the Survey of Body  
Areas (SBA; 
Kleindienst et al., 2014) 
Disgust sensitivity scale (dss) (Schienle,  
Walt, Stark & Vaitl, 2002) 
Body image guilt and shame scale (bigss;  




All negative body-related emotions were significantly 
higher in the patient groups than in the control groups. 
Significantly more feelings of disgust were observed in the 
PTSD&BPD group than in the BPD group alone. Both 
PTSD groups reported significantly more 
traumaassociated body areas than any of the other groups. 
Trauma-associated areas were rated significantly more 
negatively than non-trauma associated areas.  




Skarderud  &  
Holte (2012) 
Qualitative exploration of the 
link between negative 
emotions and eating disorder 
behaviour in people with 
anorexia – how do patients 
with Anorexia Nervosa 
manage negative emotions, 
and how do they link this to 
anorexic behaviours?  
Qualitative 
interviewing 
14 women, aged 
19-39, diagnosed 
with anorexia 
Focused interview strategy Grounded theory Participants exhibited high levels of self-disgust and fear of 
becoming fat. Disgust was managed predominantly by 
avoidance.  
Ille et al. (2014) Do participants with “mental 
disorders” have higher levels 
of self-disgust compared to 
“healthy” controls?  




Questionnaire for the Assessment of 
SelfDisgust (QASD) (Schienle et al., in print) 




Self-disgust was elevated in the patient group.  
Personal disgust was significantly higher than behavioural 
disgust in the patient group but not in the control group.  
 
 Are there any differences 
across patient groups in 
levels of self-disgust? 
Is self-disgust (personal and 
behavioural) related to 
particular psychological traits 
which confer vulnerability for 






to 112 “healthy 
controls”.  





specific symptoms).  
Patients with BPD and eating disorders had the highest levels 
of self-disgust on both subscales. 
In the patient group, hostility and psychoticism significantly 
predicted personal disgust. Anxiety and interpersonal 
sensitivity significantly predicted personal disgust.  
Traumatic events during childhood were a significant risk 
factor for self-disgust.  
Jones  et 
 al. 
(2008) 
Impact of exudate and odour 
from chronic venous leg 





20 people (12 
women, 8 men, 
aged 52 – 86, 
mean 68 years), 
recruited from a 




Hermeneutic (unstructured) interviews Elements of Colazzi’s  
(1978)  framework  
(examining significant 
statements) and van  
Manen’s (1990) 
structure (eliciting rich 
descriptions of lived 
experiences) 
Three themes: 
Emotional responses to odour – disgust, revulsion, leading to 
shame, embarrassment and self-loathing 
Limitation on social activities due to odour or fear of odour   
- due to a fear that others would find them disgusting 
Way in which odour and fears of odour were managed 
by nurses 
Jung & Steil 
(2013) 
RCT evaluating the efficacy 
of Cognitive Restructuring 
and Imagery Modification 
(CRIM) in treating Feeling of 




 34 women (mean 
age 37) with  
PTSD from CSA 
were randomly 
assigned to either 
CRIM or wait-list 
control 
Ratings of the intensity, vividness and 
uncontrollability of and distress caused by the 
FBC, pre, mid and post treatment. 
Post-traumatic Diagnostic Scale (McCarthy,  
2008)  
CAPS (Blake et al., 1995) 
Administered pre and post-treatment and at 
4-week follow-up.  
MANOVA Improvements in intensity of the FBC were significantly 
larger in the CRIM group than in the FBC group.  
A significantly larger reduction in PTSD severity was also 
observed in the CRIM group relative to the wait-list group.  
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Jung & Steil 
(2012) 
Feeling of being 
contaminated in adult 
survivors of CSA and it’s 






reduce FBC in 
CSA-related 
PTSD. 






CAPS (Blake et al., 1995) 
Feeling of Being Contaminated scale (4 
questions assessing intensity, frequency, 
distress and duration of FBC) 
Pre and post 
intervention 
comparison of means 
Qualitative description of the feeling of being contaminated 
by participants 
Significant reductions in PTSD symptoms following 
treatment of the feeling of being contaminated 
Laffan, Millar,  
Salkovskis  &  
Whitby (2015)  
Investigating perceptions of 
disgust in older adults in 
residential care homes. 
Cross-sectional 
correlational 
54 older adults 
(mean age 86)  in 
care homes vs 21 
older adults in the 
community (mean 
age 69) 
Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-
9; Kroenke, Spitzer, and Williams, 
2001).  
Specifically developed 9-item measure of 
self-disgust and perceived-other disgust in 
relation to care activities.   
Mann-Whitney U Overall self-disgust and perceived-other disgust ratings were 
very low in both samples.  
No statistically significant relationships were found between 
self-disgust or perceived other-disgust and depression in 
either sample.  
Olatunji (2015) Does excessive engagement 
in health-related behaviours 
modulate stable  
disgustrelated variables, 




students (30 per 
group; 73% 
female in 1 group; 
80% female in 
another) 
Health behaviour checklist (HBC; Olatunji et 
al., 2011) 
Disgust scale-revised (DS-R; Haidt et al.,  
1994) 
SDS (Overton et al., 2008) 
Manipulation task: Participants in the  
A 2x3 ANCOVA A significant effect of time on disgust propensity was 
observed in the experimental condition but not in the control 
condition. 
There was no significant reductions in self-disgust in either 
the health-condition or control group over time.  
 
    experimental group monitored health 
behaviours for 1 week (A), then engage in 
excessive health-related behaviours (e.g. 
washing, checking temperature) for 1 week 
(B), then return to baseline and monitoring 
(A). Controls – stage A only.  
  
Olatunji, Cox & 
Kim (2015) 
Self-disgust mediates the 
association between shame 







Other As Shamer (Goss, Gilbert, &  
Allan,1994) 
SDS (Overton et al., 2008) 
Disgust Scale-Revised (Haidt et al., 1994) 
Eating Attitudes Test—26 (EAT-26).  
(Garner, Olmsted, 
Bohr, & Garfinkel, 1982) 
Obsessive-Compulsive Inventory—Revised  
(OCI-R) (Foa et al., 2002) 
DASS-21 (Lovibond & Lovibond, 1993) 
Preacher & Hayes  
(2008) –  
bootstrapping; linear 
regressions 
Self-disgust mediated the relationship between shame and 
OCD symptoms, as well as the relationship between shame 
and bulimic symptoms.  




 Taggart  &  
Bagshaw  
(2008) 
Validation of the self-disgust 
scale 
Is the relationship between 
dysfunctional attitudes and 
depressive symptomatology 




sample of 111 
participants (81 





The Self-Disgust Scale  (SDS) (Overton et 
al., 2008) 
The Beck Depression Inventory II (BDI-II)  
(Beck, 1967) 
The DASS-21 (Lovibond & Lovibond,  
1993) 
Dysfunctional Attitudes Scale – A  
(Weissman, 1980) 
Factor analysis 
Series of linear 
regressions to conduct  
Baron & Kenny’s  
(1986) test for 
mediation.  
The SDS demonstrated good psychometric properties, and 
two underlying factors – disgusting “self” and disgusting 
“ways”.   
Self-disgust partially mediated the relationship between 
dysfunctional attitudes and depressive symptoms 
Powell, Azlan,  
Simpson  &  
Overton (2016) 
Is the relationship between 
disgust-related side effects 
and depression mediated by 
self-disgust in those high in 
disgust sensitivity but not 




who had been 
treated for cancer 
(83 women, mean 
age 57) 
Disgust Propensity and Sensitivity 
ScaleRevised (DPSSR; van Overveld et 
al., 2006). SDS (Overton et al., 2008) 
Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale 
(HADS; Zigmond & Snaith, 1983 
Path analysis Self-disgust mediated the relationship between 
disgustrelated cancer side effects and depressive 
symptomatology in those high in disgust-sensitivity but not 
in those low in disgust-sensitivity.  
Powell,  
Overton  &  
Simpson (2014) 
Qualitative exmploration of 
the phenomenological 







19 – 39, mean 24) 
recruited from a 
larger study who 
scored high in self-
disgust (as 
measured by the 
SDS) and 
depression (as 
measured by the  
DASS-21) 
Semi-structured interviews, in which 
participants were informed that the purpose 
of the interview was to examine disgust 





Subjective experience of self-disgust – visceral, 
allencompassing, can be experienced as an ever-present 
background sense of a more intense emotional reaction 
Origins of the disgusting self – disgust-based criticism or 
abuse in childhood or adolescence. 
Consequences of self-disgust – desire to cleanse the self, 
strategies to deal with self-disgust (avoidance, withdrawal) 
Self-disgust and other emotional states – hatred, anger, 
shame, sadness 
Powell,  
Simpson  &  
Overton (2013) 
Self-disgust should predict 
depressive symptoms over 
time, but not the reverse; 
sixmonth self-disgust should 
mediate the relationship 




110 participants  
(final sample),  
77% female 
Self-disgust scale (Overton et al., 2008) 
Dysfunctional Attitudes Scale form A (DAS- 
A; 
Weissman, 1980). 
Depression, Anxiety and Stress Scale  
(DASS; Lovibond & Lovibond, 1993). 
Structural equation 
modelling 
Controlling for baseline depression, self-disgust at 6 months 
predicted depression at 12 months; however, depression at 6 
months did not predict self-disgust at 12 months.  
The effect of  baseline dysfunctional attitudes on depression 
at 12 months was mediated by 6-month self-disgust.  
6-month self-disgust also significantly predicted 12-month  
 
 cognitions at baselines and 
depression  at 12 months 
    dysfunctional  attitudes,  suggesting  a 
 more  circular relationship.   
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Nexiroglu,  
Hickey  &  
McKay (2010) 
The role of disgust in Body 
Dysmorphic Disorder 
Repeated measures 
(mirror trial) x5) 
between groups 
(x2 – BDD vs 
control) design. 
6 participants (5 
male, 1 female) 
with BDD vs 8 (3 
male, 1 female) 
controls 
Disgust Scale-Revised (Haidt et al., 
1994) Physiological measures Visual 
analogue scales.  
Task – participants were asked to look in the 
mirror and focus attention on a part of their 
face they disliked. Ps were asked to report on 
what they were focusing on. Ps then rated 
how much disgust and anxiety they felt 
whilst doing this task. This was repeated 5 
times.  
One-way repeated 
measures ANOVAS.  
Significant decreases in disgust ratings over mirror trails in 
the BDD group but not in the control group (n2 = .49 vs n2 = 
.16) 
However, overall disgust ratings were much higher in the 
BDD group (e.g. average of between 40 and 55 out of 100 
across trials, compared to average of between 0 and 10 
across trials for controls.  
Rusch  et 
 al. 
(2011) 
Is there a stronger association 
between the self and disgust 
in those with BPD and PTSD 
then between the self and 
anxiety?  
Between-groups  





association test.  
20 women with 
BPD, 20 women 
with PTSD, 15 
women with BPD 
and PTSD, 37 
psychologically 
healthy women.   
Implicit Association Test (IAT) , measuring 
response latencies when disgust or anxiety 
words were associated with self or other 
ANOVA Stronger relationship between disgust and the self than 
between anxiety and the self in those with PTSD and BPD.  
Schienle,  
Leutgeb  &  
Wabnegger  
(2015) 
Are patients with BPD more 
sensitive to disgusted facial 
expressions in others? 
Are patients with BPD higher 
in self-disgust?  
Is this associated with 
abnormal activation in the 
amygdala?  
Case control 25 women with a 
BPD diagnosis, 
and 25 healthy 
women of 
comparable age.  
Borderline Symptom List (BSL-23; 
Bohus et al., 2009) 
Questionnaire for the Assessment of Self- 
Disgust (QASD) (Schienle et al., 2014) 
Questionnaire for the Assessment of Disgust  
Proneness 
(QADP; Schienle et al., 2002) 
T1 weighted brain scans (to enable 
voxelbased morphology analysis).  
2-sample t-tests Borderline symptom-severity was positively correlated with 
both personal and behavioural self-disgust (r = 0.59 and r = 
0.53 respectively).  
The BPD group had significantly higher levels of selfdisgust. 
Whole-brain analysis showed no significant between-group 
differences, although there was increased grey matter 
volume in the amygdala in the patient group.  
Schienle, Haas- 
Krammer,  
Schoggle & Ille  
(2013) 
Altered state and trait disgust 
in BPD 
Case control 30 female patients 
with BPD 
compared with 30 
healthy women.  
Borderline Symptom List (BSL-23; 
Bohus et al., 2009) 
Questionnaire for the Assessment of Disgust  
Proneness 
(QADP; Schienle et al., 2002) 
Scale for the Assessment of Disgust  
Sensitivity (SADS; 
Schienle et al., 2010) 




Elevated levels of self-disgust were reported in the BPD 
group – significantly higher than in the control group.  
Significant correlations were observed between self-disgust 
and borderline symptom severity in the patient group (r = 
.67, personal disgust; r = .51, behavioural disgust).  
Simpson,  
Hillman,  
 Crawford  &  
Overton (2010) 
Does self-esteem and 
selfdisgust independently 
mediate the relationship 
between dysfunctional 




sample of 110 
participants (84 
females, 36 males, 
mean age 21) 
Self-Disgust Scale (Overton et al., 2008) 
BDI-II (Beck, 1967) 
DASS (Lovibond & Lovibond, 
1993) DAS-A  (Weissman, 1980). 
Rosenberg self-esteem 
Baron & Kenny (1986) 
– series of linear 
regression models.  
Both self-disgust and self-esteem independently partially 
mediated the relationship between dysfunctional attitudes 
and depression.  
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Smith,  Steil, 
Weitzman,  
Does self-disgust mediate the 
relationship between  
Cross-sectional 549 undergraduate 
psychology  
Inventory of Statements about 
Self-Injury (ISAS; Klonsky & Glenn, 
Baron & Kenny  
(1986) – series of  
Self-disgust fully mediated the relationship between 
depression and non-suicidal self-injury. 
 
 Trueba  &  
Meuret (2015) 
depression and Non-Suicidal 
Self-Injury (NSSI)? 
Does self-disgust mediate the 
relationship between Child 
Sexual Abuse and NSSI?  
 students  2009) 
Self-disgust scale (Overton et al., 2008) 
Depression Anxiety Stress Scale 
(DASS; Lovibond & Lovibond, 1995) 
Painful and Provocative Events Scale 
(Bender, Gordon, Bresin et al., 2011). 
linear regressions.  Self-disgust partially mediated the relationship between 
childhood sexual abuse and non-suicidal self-injury.  
Steil, Jung & 
Stangier (2011) 
Pilot study evaluating 
efficacy of specially 
developed intervention in 






treatment and at 
follow-up.  
9 women (age 28  




plus the FBC.  
Ratings of the intensity, vividness and 
uncontrollability of and distress caused by the 
FBC, pre, mid and post treatment. 
Post-traumatic Diagnostic Scale . 
CAPS (Blake et al., 1995) 
Wilcoxon’s test for 
post-hoc comparison 
between means.  
Large reductions in FBC between t0 and t2 (d = 2.23) and in 
PDS scores (d = 0.99).  
Large reductions in PTSD symptoms.  
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Appendix A Effect sizes for the relationship between self- 





Azlan et al. (2017) 
Physical self-disgust 
Behavioural self-disgust 
Controlling for disgust sensitivity and disgust propensity: 
Physical self-disgust 
Behavioural self-disgust 
r = .64 
r = .53 
β = .60 (cancer),  β = .54  
(control) 
β =  .08 (cancer),  β = .12  
(control) 
Overton et al. (2008) 
Controlling for dysfunctional cognitions 
r = .66 
β = .61  
Simpson et al. (2010) 
Unique contribution relative to low self-esteem 
r = .47 
β = .45 
Powell et al. (2013) 
Controlling for dysfunctional cognitions, unique contribution 
at 6 months 
Controlling for dysfunctional cognitions, unique contribution 
at 12 months 
r = .51 β = .30 
β = .26 
Powell et al. (2016) (physical, behavioural) 
Physical self-disgust 
Behavioural self-disgust 
r = .72, r = .60 
β = .47 
β = .26 
Laffan et al. (2015) – no effect sizes reported for the 
relationship between self-disgust and depression.  
non-significant  
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Ille et al. (2014) 
Personal disgust 
Behavioural disgust 
r = .335 




Appendix B Effect sizes for the relationship between 





Azlan et al. (2017) 
Physical self-disgust 
Behavioural self-disgust 
Controlling for disgust sensitivity and disgust propensity: 
Physical self-disgust 
Behavioural self-disgust 
r = .45 
r = .47 
β = .28 (cancer),  β = .18 (control) 
β =  .26 (cancer),  β = .29 (control) 
Powell et al. (2016) (physical, behavioural) 
Physical self-disgust 
Behavioural self-disgust 
r = .60,  r = .58 
β = .27 
β = .23 
Laffan et al. (2015) – no effect sizes reported for the 
relationship between self-disgust and depression.  
non-significant  




ns – not reported 
β = .300 (control sample), β = .529  
(community sample) 
Appendix C Effect sizes for the relationship between self-
disgust and trauma-related difficulties 





Badour et al. (2014) –relationship between self-disgust and mental contamination 
after trauma 
Controlling for post-traumatic cognitions, depression, physical contamination fears,  
PTSD dx 
r = .48 
β = .34 
Badour et al. (2012) – peri-traumatic self-disgust and PTSD symptoms 
Controlling for disgust sensitivity, obsessive-compulsive symptoms, anxiety 
sensitivity, negative affect.  
r = .07 
β = -.07 
Badour et al. (2013) – relationship between mental contamination following trauma 
and PTSD 
Controlling for disgust-sensitivity 
r = .66 
β = .54 
Brake et al. (2017) – reported unstandardized estimates only   
Dyer et al. (2015) – effect sizes not reported.   
Rusch et al. (2011) – compared the association between  the self and disgust in  
PTSD&BPD women (0) and healthy controls (1) 
r = -.34  
Bowyer et al. (2011) – case study; reduction in PTSD symptoms after a self-disgust 
based intervention – not reported 
  
Jung & Steil (2012) – case study examining reduction in PTSD symptoms after 
selfdisgust focused intervention – no effect size reported 
  
Steil, Jung & Stangier (2011) – small scale pilot study examining reduction in PTSD 
symptoms after self-disgust focused intervention.  
r = .44  
Jung & Steil (2013) – RCT examining reduction in PTSD symptoms after selfdisgust 
focused intervention – effect size indicates difference in PTSD symptoms over time 
in treatment group as compared to the control group.  
r = .42  
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Appendix D 





Bornholt et al. (2005) – comparison of disgust-related words circled in a 
body-focus task between anorexic girls and a control group – effect sizes not 
reported. 
  
Neziroglu et al. (2010) – comparison of people with BDD to controls on a 
visual analogue self-disgust after mirror task – effect sizes not reported, but 
raw between-group data suggest large differences [50/100 (BDD) compared 
to 10/100(controls)] 
  
Chu et al. (2015) – relationship between suicidality and self-disgust 
relationship between self-disgust and eating disorder symptoms 
Controlling for anxiety and depression: 
Relationship between self-disgust and suicidal ideation 
Relationship between self-disgust and bulimia 
Relationship between self-disgust and body dissatisfaction 
Relationship between self-disgust and drive for thinness 
Relationship between self-disgust*eating disorder and suicidal ideation 
Relationship between those eating disorder symptoms and suicidal ideation 
in those high in self-disgust 
r = .34 
r = .51 
β = 0.14 
β = 0.06 
β = 0.30 
β = 0.25 
β = 0.14 
β = 0.23 
Olatunji et al. (2015) – relationship between self-disgust and symptoms of 
bulimia 
Controlling for shame (unique contribution):  
Controlling for shame (added contribution) 
r = .24 
β = .14 
β = .02 
Ille et al. (2014) – comparison of people with eating disorders compared to 
healthy controls on self-disgust 
Personal disgust: 
Behavioural disgust: 
r = .561 
r = .548 
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Appendix E Effect sizes for the relationship between self-






Bachtelle & Pepper (2015) – scar-related shame and self-disgust 
Scar-related growth and self-disgust 
r = .64 
r = -.49 
 
Smith et al. (2015) – standardised effect sizes not reported   
Abdul-Hamid et al. (2014) – effect sizes not reported.    
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Badour et al. (2012) – relationship between peritraumatic self-focused 
disgust and o/c symptoms 
Controlling for disgust sensitivity, anxiety sensitivity, post-traumatic 
symptoms, depression 
r = .38 β = 0.02 
Olatunji et al. (2015) – relationship between self-disgust and o/c 
symptoms 
Controlling for shame 
r = .30 
β = .12 
Olatunji et al. (2014) – effect of engaging in excessive health-related 
behaviours on self-disgust – no significant effect 
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Dudas et al.  (2017) – no effect size reported   
Schienle et al. (2015) – relationship between “borderline 
symptoms” and personal self-disgust 
Relationship between “borderline symptoms” and 
behavioural self-disgust 
r = .59 
r = .53  
 
Schienle et al. (2013)  - relationship between BPD, 
selfdisgust and amygdala structure – no effect sizes reported 
  
Ille et al. (2014) r = .64  
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